What do you know?
Colorado Kids: March 31, 2020
1. What did Rohan Kotwal discover in the slums of Pune, India?
o. Just because you’re very poor, you don’t have to be unhappy.
y. Although people in the slums don’t make much money, they still have good daycare for their children.
s. Even very poor people have some modern things like cell phones.
e. all of the above
2. Which of these statements about the recipe for bizcochuelo is NOT true?
k. Bizcochuelo is similar to pound cake or other sweet cakes we make in the United States.
r. You have to be an experienced cook to make a complicated dish like bizcochuelo.
p. Separating egg whites and egg yolks is not difficult and you have to do it for this recipe.
b. all of the above
3. What does Astronaut Scott Kelly recommend to help you get through being isolated for a long time?
a. Remember that it will end some time and decide to do your best until then.
w. Go to bed at the same time each night.
u. Keep to a schedule, and take time to have some fun.
i. all of the above
4. Read Jerry Krim’s review of “Race to the Sun” to see which of these cultures the novel is involved with.
k. Navajo
d. Korean
t. Nigerian
n. all of the above
5. Based on the article about city birds and country birds, which of these statements is true?
o. City birds are shy and fly away more quickly than country birds.
a. Some birds are smart enough to adapt to life in an urban environment.
h. Pigeons are much smarter than crows.
e. all of the above
6. What is the moral of the South African story “The Water Dance.”
d. “Look before your leap.”
y. “Don’t count your chickens before they are hatched.”
s. There is no moral; it’s just a funny story to make people laugh.
t. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this puzzler:
Though not a very large bird, this little carnivore is
known as a fierce hunter and is sometimes called
the “Butcher Bird.”
______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
6
5
2
3
4
1

What do you think?

Bizcochuelo is a treat that Izzy Intriago’s grandmother makes for the family. What is a special food that
your family enjoys? Write an essay describing it and telling who in your family knows how to make it.

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

In the morning, the other animal’s came to the waterhole for a drink and found
heyna still tied up. They laughed at him for letting the hair fool him, but then
they wundered who could keep the hare from drinking there water.
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about the slums of Pune.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

For each of these types of bread or cake, tell the main grain used to make it and what country or region it
is most associated with. We’ve done the first one for you.
soda bread				
naan
johnny cake
arepa
zwieback
lahoh

wheat					

Ireland

